
CSC369 Lecture 6
Larry Zhang, October 26,2015
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Assignment 1 results
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average: 67.1%
median: 77.5%

Average of each part:
➔ Test cases: 71%
➔ Synchronization: 63%
➔ Other issues: 61%
➔ Style: 67%



A common mistake in synchronization

if inspect_busy_condition():

    return -EBUSY

lock.acquire()

modify_syscall_table()

lock.release()
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// busy condition might 
// become true here!

lock.acquire()

if inspect_busy_condition():

    lock.release()

    return -EBUSY

modify_syscall_table()

lock.release()



Assignment 1 

Remarking requests accepted on MarkUs until Oct 30.

➔ Read TA’s annotations carefully.

➔ Try the tester used for marking

◆ http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~ylzhang/csc369f15/files/test_marking.c

➔ Describe clearly why the marking is wrong.

➔ We will process the requests after Oct 30.
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We don’t dislike people who request remarking!

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~ylzhang/csc369f15/files/test_marking.c
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~ylzhang/csc369f15/files/test_marking.c


Suggested Email Setting for Piazza
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Disable automatic 
spamming email digests, 
so that my important 
announcements don’t look 
like part of the spam.

Try Piazza 
mobile apps.
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Candies for who come 
to office hours.



Paging continued...
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Recap

physical

OS

Segmentation Paging

Base + Bound 
registers for 
code, stack and 
heap, which 
stores the 
physical addrs of 
each segment

OS

unused

unused

unused

physical

virtual page 0

virtual page 1

virtual page 2

virtual page 3

Fixed-sized 
pages with page 
numbers.



OS
OS

unused

unused

unused

virtual page 0

virtual page 1

virtual page 2

virtual page 3

Paging

Free space management, when allocating a new chunk...

Scanning through the list 
of free memory regions: 
➔ not big enough, 
➔ not big enough, …, 
➔ yes, big enough, 

but maybe it’s not 
the best fit, let’s 
keep scanning…

➔ scan is over, now I 
have to make a 
decision...

Yo, free page, use!

Segmentation

Paging is simple.



Paging achieves good virtualization
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No need to worry about the physical address of stack, heap 
and code (no more base bound registers); only need to know 
their virtual addresses.

The only physical address to remember is the address of the 
page table, stored in Page Table Base Register (PTBR).



Address translation in linear page table

➔ Virtual Address (VA)

◆ example: 64B address space with 16B pages

➔ Virtual Page Number (VPN) = VA / page_size

◆ or VA >> 4, i.e., VA >> log2(page_size)

➔ Offset = VA % page_size

➔ Page Table Entry (PTE) = pagetable[VPN]

➔ Physical Address = PTE.PFN * page_size + offset

◆ or (PTE.PFN << 4) + offset   (PFN: Page Frame Number, physical)
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SHIFT is the real 
way to do it, since 
page sizes are 
always powers of 2



Real stuff: 32-bit (4-byte) x86 PTE
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➔ PFN: 20 bits for physical page frame number, page size 4K

➔ P: present bit, whether this page is in memory on disk (swapped)

➔ R/W: read/write bit, whether writes are allowed to this page

➔ U/S: user/supervisor bit, whether user-mode process can access this page

➔ A: access bit, whether the page has been accessed

➔ D: dirty bit, whether the page has been modified

➔ PWT, PCD, PAT, G: how hardware caching works for this page.

4K = 2^12



Where are page tables stored?

➔ For now simply assume it’s all stored in memory
◆ a special Page Table Base Register (PTBR) stores 

the physical address of the page table
◆ why not some special registers in the MMU 

hardware, like in segmentation?
◆ as we will see, page tables are too big to fit in MMU
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Calculate the size of page tables for x86 (32-bit)
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➔ typical page size: 4KB    # getconf PAGE_SIZE
➔ size of address space

◆ 4GB

➔ number of pages in address space
◆ 1M

➔ number of page table entries (PTE) in page table
◆ 1M

➔ how many bits for VPN
◆ 20

➔ how many bits for offset
◆ 12

➔ each PTE is 4B, what’s the total size of page table
◆ 4B * 1M = 4MB per process

➔ assume 100 processes running, total size of all page tables
◆ 400 MB -- That’s too big! 

Not too big? 
Think about Larry’s 
first computer: a 
32-bit machine with 
128MB RAM



now we have a challenge: 

how to reduce the size of page tables?
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Solution #1: Bigger Pages
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Let the page size now be 16K instead of 4K

➔ 4GB address space
➔ 256K pages
➔ 256K PTEs in page table
➔ 18 bits for VPN / PFN, 14 bits for offset
➔ Each PTE is still 4B in size 
➔ Total size of page table: 

◆ 4B * 256K = 1MB
◆ smaller by a factor of 4!



Drawback of bigger pages

Say a process allocates 1KB of new memory, by allocating a 
new page.

➔ when page size is 4K, we waste up to 3KB
➔ when page size is 16K, we waste up to 15KB
➔ bigger page means bigger waste, this is a sort of internal 

fragmentation. 
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Need smarter solution!



Solution #2: Hybrid Approach
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“cronut”



Solution #2: Hybrid Approach

Segmentation

Paging
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➔ instead of having a single page table for 
the whole address space, have three 
separately page tables for each of stack, 
heap and code.

➔ for each page table, use base/bound 
register to keep the physical address of 
the page table.

➔ use two bits in the virtual address to 
indicate which segment it is in

➔ no need to have PTEs fpr unused pages, 
so the page table is much smaller.

➔ Problem: it brings back all the 
problems with segmentation: free 
space management, external 
fragmentation

Still need smarter 
solution!



the smart solution:

Multi-Level Page Tables
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two-level page tables: the idea
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Instead of

➔ page table has page table entries (one-level, linear)

we do

➔ divide page table into pages of PTEs
➔ use a page table directory to points to different pages of 

PTEs



Intuition
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➔ Linear page table: a shelf of paper sheets

➔ Two-level page table: the shelf of paper 
sheets organized into folders

➔ Page table directory: directory of folders

➔ Page table entry: a sheet in a folder

➔ Given a virtual address, we first locate a 
folder, then a sheet in that folder

➔ unused pages are like blank sheets

➔ if a whole folder is blank, don’t even put 
that folder in the shelf, so we save space.
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There is a valid bit 
indicating whether a 
page is allocated.
The page table can 
be divided into four 
pages. 
Some pages have all 
0 valid bits.

Valid bit here indicates 
whether the whole page 
of pages is unallocated

See the saving of space?

The Real Picture



tongue twisters

➔ a one-level page table is a linear page table, i.e., an array 
of PTEs

➔ a two-level page table is a paged page table, where the 
page table is divided into multiple pages (indexed by the 
page directory) of PTEs.

➔ a three-level page table is a paged paged page table, 
where the page directory is further divided into multiple 
pages.

➔ keeps going...
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Example: Address translation

Setup:

➔ address space with size 16KB

◆ 14-bits virtual address

➔ page size 64B

◆ 6 bits for offset

◆ 8 bits for VPN, 

● i.e., 256 possible PTEs

➔ 4-byte PTE (has PFN, valid bit, etc.)

➔ Two-level: divide Page Table into 16 parts   
(i.e., 16 PDEs)

◆ each holding 16 PTEs. 25

13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

virtual address

Page Dir Index Page Table Index

VPN offset
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13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

virtual address

Page Dir Index Page Table Index

VPN offset

physical PDEAddr = PDBR + PDIndex * sizeof(PDE)

if PDE marked invalid, raise exception

else

phy PTEAddr = PDE.PFN + PTIndex * sizeof(PTE)

phy PTEAddr = (PDE.PFN << 6) + PTIndex * sizeof(PTE)

physical address = (PTE.PFN << 6) + offset
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A Time-Space Trade-Off

➔ Multi-level page table is a typical example of the 

time-space trade-off

◆ it saves space

◆ but it has more levels of indirection when translating 

address

➔ Linux uses three-level page tables



Brief mention: Inverted Page Tables

Another way of reducing page table sizes

➔ Instead of having one page table per process, keep a 
single page table that has an entry of each physical 
page.

➔ The entry tells which process is using the physical page, 
and which virtual page maps to it.

➔ Given a virtual address, you need to search through the 
inverted page table to find the physical page

➔ Need an efficient data structure: hash table
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Swapping Page Tables to Disk

➔ After everything we’ve tried, the page table may still be 
too large to keep in memory.

➔ We can allow part of the page table to swap to disk, it’s 
called demand paging.

➔ Will talk more about it later.
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Intro to Assignment 2
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Overview
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➔ Implement 2-level page tables and demand paging
➔ It is user-space programming
➔ We use a simulator to simulate physical memory

◆ First, we generate memory access traces of some programs (like in 
Exercise 9)

◆ Then we go through the trace of virtual addresses, translate each of 
them into a physical address, using 2-level page table and demand 
paging (swapping)

◆ also implement different replacement policies for swapping (will discuss 
in next week’s lecture).

◆ observe and analyze memory access patterns



Some initial tips for A2
➔ This one is more work than A1, so start earlier than how early you started A1.
➔ Code must be verified on cslinux before submission.
➔ Be familiar with bit manipulations
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entry = 01010101

// Say the third bit is a valid bit, how do you check?

VALID_MASK = 00000100;

if (entry & VALID_MASK) {

   do_stuff();

}



Next week

➔ More paging

This week’s tutorial

➔ Exercise on address translation in multi-level page tables
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